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1. SFR rate measurements: 
timescales, spatial scales and tracers

2. JWST + MUSE SFR on 100 pc 
scales (FB+23b)

3. Limitations of the approach, 
stochastic sampling, IR cirrus



Tracing star formation with multi-wavelength data

Timescales

Log (Age)

Ø Ionizing photon production 
(Hα) ~ 4 Myr 

ØBolometric luminosity 
(~dust), ~ 100 Myr

Schinnerer & Leroy 24



Tracing star formation with multi-wavelength data

Timescales

Spatial Scales

ØOn larger (kpc) scales tend to 
include more older stellar 
populations (IR cirrus)

ØOn very small scales, low-mass 
cluster suffer from stochastic 
sampling of the IMF.

Kpc resolution JWST 100 pc @ 21𝜇m



Tracing star formation with multi-wavelength data

Timescales

Spatial Scales

Tracers

The PHANGS-JWST Survey 7

Figure 2. Left: Model SEDs of dust-enshrouded young star clusters with filters used for the PHANGS HST and JWST
Treasury programs. Models are of a solar metallicity 104 M� young star cluster at d = 10 Mpc with varying ages and levels of
extinction generated with CIGALE (Boquien et al. 2019; Turner et al. 2021). Colored bands show the 8 JWST NIRCAM and
MIRI filters, spanning from 2� 21µm, selected to probe stellar photospheric emission, PAH features, and the dust continuum.
The 5 UV-visible filters used by PHANGS-HST (Lee et al. 2022) appear in grey. Right: Normalized throughput for each of
the eight filters used in the PHANGS-JWST survey. For comparison, the four Spitzer IRAC filters and MIPS 24 µm filter are
also shown. A model dust SED is overplotted to illustrated the features probed by each filter.

shorter F200W exposure sequences, F360M imaging is274

obtained, for a total exposure time of 429.5s.275

For our MIRI primary observations, we use a 4-point276

dither pattern optimized for extended sources. We ob-277

serve with the F770W, F1000W, F1130W and F2100W278

filters and the FASTR1 readout pattern yielding total279

exposure times per pointing of 88.8s, 122.1s, 310.8s,280

321.9s respectively (Table 7). Each of our targets over-281

fills the MIRI field of view, so we obtain a background282

measurement using this same MIRI imaging sequence for283

a blank region of sky near the galaxy in parallel mode,284

as just discussed.285

We include the following special requirements: 1)286

a timing requirement (Sequence Observations, Non-287

interruptible) that ensures the MIRI background imag-288

ing (in parallel with the NIRCam observation of the289

galaxy) is obtained directly following the MIRI obser-290

vation of the target; 2) position angle requirements to291

ensure that the primary MIRI observations will over-292

lap the coverage of the existing HST, MUSE, ALMA293

maps, 3) position angle requirements to ensure that the294

primary NIRCam observations will also overlap exist-295

ing HST, MUSE, ALMA coverage, but that the paral-296

lel MIRI background observation will be pointed toward297

blank sky. In some of the galaxies having the largest an-298

gular extent in our sample, the parallel sky background299

measurement may not be completely beyond the out-300

skirts of the galaxy disk. Finally, whenever possible,301

we attempted to widen the orient constraints to provide302

a minimum observation window of 2 weeks to improve303

schedulability. This range in allowable orient angles can304

result in imaging that is not optimally aligned with pre-305

vious data or astrophysically interesting features in the306

galaxy. For example, in NGC 1365, the observed orien-307

tation led to the omission of portions of the outer spiral308

arm features.309

4. INITIAL IMAGE PROCESSING FOR310

PHANGS-JWST FIRST LOOK SCIENCE311

In this section, we describe how we use the STScI312

JWST Science Calibration Pipeline3 with some minor313

additional processing to enable the First Results fea-314

tured in this issue.315

As described above, our data were delivered during316

July and August 2022, and we produced the images317

used for early science by early September 2022. We318

used the latest versions of the pipeline and calibration319

files available at the time of processing. These were320

pipeline version 1.7.0 (for MIRI) and 1.7.1 (for NIR-321

Cam) of the JWST pipeline and Calibration Reference322

Data System4 context number 0968 for both NIRCam323

and MIRI, though for MIRI we used slightly updated324

flats provided by K. Gordon.325

4.1. Level One Processing326

We begin our processing with the uncalibrated raw327

(“uncal”) files obtained from MAST. This allowed us to328

process the data using the latest calibrations and refer-329

3 https://github.com/spacetelescope/jwst
4 https://jwst-crds.stsci.edu/
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ØUn-extincted (Hɑ, UV)
ØExtincted: 21 (24) μm 

correlates with Lbol
ØPAH bands: extra 

physics (see next talk!)

PAHs Stochastically heated 
grains

Lee+23



Red: F2100W
orange: F1130W
cyan: F770W 
overall brightness: 
F1000W

Lee et al. 2022
image credit: 
J Smith. 



HII regions
Embedded regions

Comparing HII regions (from MUSE, 
Groves+23) and 21μm sources (Hassani+23) 



FB+2023b

Tracing SFR with JWST
Does stellar mass, Hɑ or CO drive the emission in the JWST bands in HII regions?

PAH dominated

Relative feature importance determined via a Random Forest analysis



Tracing SFR with JWST

Individual HII regions

FB+2023b



IHɑ, corr = IHɑ + aIRIIR

Hybrid SFR tracers

FB+2023b

Unextincted, MUSE

Using Balmer 
Decrement

dust-extincted, JWST



IR cirrus ?
IMF sampling ?

Bright HII regions

Kpc-resolution data 
(using WISE)
FB+23a

IR conversion 
coefficient, normalised 

to a canonical value 
from the literature 
(Calzetti+2007)

IHɑ, corr = IHɑ + aIRIIR
aIR = (IHɑ, corr -IHɑ)/ IIR

Age 
mixing

The average across 
our sample agrees 
well with the 
Calzetti+07 value 
for the 21μm band

FB+2023b



Bright HII regions
ØPAH are destroyed in 

bright HII regions (aIR 
higher) 

ØThe 3.3μm feature 
being the least affected 
(PAHs get smaller?)

PAH destruction in 
HII regions



The effect of stochastic IMF sampling
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aIR = (IHɑ, corr -IHɑ)/ IIR ~ IHɑ/ IIR 

Stochastic sampling models with SLUG

Fumagalli+11
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Calzetti+24, FEAST,
100 pc, bright regions

B+23b, PHANGS,
100 pc, all HII regions

Calzetti+07, 500 pc

Kennicutt+09, galaxy-scale

SF burst model

Constant SFR model

The effect of scale an age mixing

Calzetti+24 today



Summary
ØMUSE + JWST trace SFR on scales of 100 pc in PHANGS galaxies
ØAverage SFR calibrations agree well with previous literature 

estimates
ØIR cirrus (age mix) introduces a scale-dependent term
ØIMF stochastic sampling may be responsible for deviations seen 

at low luminosities.

Next Steps
1. Cycle II Paɑ data + MUSE extended + 

HST Hɑ
2. Modelling of stochastic sampling


